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These ice chests from White Stone Products are each hand made here in Texas from old weathered "barn 
wood" and will continue to maintain their "aged" look for many years. We prefer using barn wood with all of 
its character over new materials that are stained and don't have the same authentic look. As a result, with our 
coolers there are no two exactly alike. Each one truly looks old and weathered as only nature could! 
 
The adornments include a rust colored star, ringed with barbed wire, lid handle 
and bottle opener. Inside is a GEN-U-INE IGLOO brand 48 quart cooler. The 
lid has been removed and added to the cooler top so that when it closes, they fit 
tightly for a cold-enclosing fit.  We prefer Igloo brand coolers due to their 
ruggedness and long-lasting quality. They out- perform other cheaper coolers 
that contain non-insulated metal liners found elsewhere. The boxes also include 
a handy drain feature on the end for when the party is over. Will accommodate 2 
liter bottle standing up plus a lot of cans and bottles with plenty of room for ice.

These "barn-wood" style ice chests add that rustic old charm feel to any outdoor 
gathering. All wood is lightly sanded for a more even, smoother and better 
looking finish. Also available are bars and trash containers that are made the 
same way to complement one another.

No need to worry about the wood fading IT ALREADY IS! The materials are 
what is commonly called "barn wood" and are in fact very old materials but still very useful and strong. You 
could say we're sort of recycling this stuff!

All of the rust-colored decorative hardware is covered with a "faux rust finish" so it will not rust any further 
or get on your hands. 

Mention that you found it on TourTexas.com with the following code:  -- to receive your TourTexas10
 10% discount!


